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Abstract-The combinatorial identities and norm inequalities in a recent article [l] in this journal 
are reinterpreted and their proofs simplified by recssting them in a classica1 context. It is also shown 
that the classica1 methods are in genera1 more powerful than those in [l] when applied to any Hausdorff 
mean. 
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METHOD 1. The totally regular Hausdorff means correspond to the probability measures p 
on [0, 11 for which ~((0)) = 0. Th e matrix entries of H = H(p) are given by h,k = Jt pnk (t) dp (t) 
where p&(t) = (p) t” (1 - t)n-k. (If IC > n, an n-element set bas no /c-element subsets; so (k) = 0 
for n < IC.) In particular, the Euler means ecT), r > 0, studied in [l] correspond to unit masses. 
If a = (1 + r)-l then 0 < a 5 1 and e(‘) coincides with the Hausdorff matrix Ta generated by 
the unit point mass 5,. 
The key identity (2.4) in [l], w ic h’ h was given a combinatorial proof, is simply the factorization 
Ta = TajbTb, 0 < a 5 b 5 1, applied to any scalar sequence. (If b, c are in (0, 11, then TCTb = TCb 
since the diagonal entries satisfy cnbn = (~b)~ for al1 n > 0 and a Hausdorff matrix is uniquely 
determined by its diagonal entries. The basic reference for facts about the H(p)‘s is [2].) Hence 
for 1 5 p 5 00, ]]F‘z]]~ 5 IITalbJlp IITbx/l,. But Hardy’s inequality for Hausdorff means [3] tells 
US that if 1 5 p < 03, then H(p) acts boundedly on 1, if cP(p) = Jei t-‘/pdp (t) is finite, and then 
its operator norm equals cp(p). Since cp(Sc) = c-l/P, we arrive at I(Taxjlp 5 (~/b)-~lpllT~z(l, = 
(b/a)l/PIIT%llp. s ince IITalbII, = 1, this is also valid when p = co. 
CONCLUSION. Corollary 1 of [l] is a direct consequente of Hardy’s cP(p) inequality and the 
factorization for Euler means. 
METHOD 2. The operator ElT) defined in [l, (1.2)] is the transpose of e(r). But the Banach space 
adjoint of an operator bas the same norm as the operator. So, 
B(I P ) = IITallg~~,,~ = CP’ Chz) = (1 + #“’ . 
Here p’ is the conjugate index to p. 
CONCLUSION. Corollary 3 of [l] is an immediate consequente of Corollary 1. 
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METHOD 3. We now apply the methods of [l] to arbitrary Hausdorff matrices with a factorization 
A = H(p)B. 
Given a function 4 satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1, from A,x = Ei=, hnkBkx, and 
Jensen’s inequality (applicable since every row sum for H(p) is l), we arrive at 
However, as Hardy observed in [3], for every ,u, each column sum of H(p) equals cl(p) = 
.&; t-’ dP (t) I 03. This is a consequente of the monotone convergente theorem, since 
2 hnk = 2 1’ p,l,(t)d~(t) = s’ 2 Pnle(t)dP(t). 
n=O n=k 0 n=k 
If this integral converges, then cl(p) is an eigenvalue of Hu and the constant sequence e = 
{ 1) is an sssociated eigenvector in Z,. Thus, for measures with cl finite, the generalization 
of [l,Theorem l] is 
5 4 (AA) I cl(~) 5 4 (Bk%) > 
n=O k=O 
which we may cal1 Theorem l*. The corresponding norm comparison for Ax = H(p)Bx is 
which we may cal1 Corollary l*. On 
comparison 
the other hand, Hardy’s inequality yields a different norm 
which we may cal1 Corollary l#. 
For Euler means, the quantities ci(/_~)~/P and c~(,u) are identical; if p = S+, then the common 
value is (b/a)l/P. But for genera1 Hausdorff means, Corollary l* is weaker than Corollary l#. 
Indeed, if cl(p) is finite, so are al1 the cp(p) ‘s. Since g(u) = ul/P is concave on (0, oo), 
ti (1’ t-‘dp (t) ) J 2 ’ ti (t-‘) dl.L (t) 0 
by Jensen’s inequality for integrals. That is, c~(p)~/P 2 cp(p). 
CONCLUSION. For the Euler means, Corollary 1 and Hardy’s Hausdorff means inequality gives 
the same comparison of norms, but in general, Hardy’s inequality gives a better comparison of 
JJAx(l, and ~~BxI[~ when A = H(p)B. 
One may also derive a Theorem 2* by following the proof in [l]; if cl(p) < oo, x 2 0, and 4 is 
nonnegative, convex and continuous, then 
M Co 
c 4 (cd~>-~G(x)) L CI(P)--~ c 4 (xm>- 
rn=o 
Here G = H(/_A)$. 
METHOD 4. The generalized Ces&-o means C’~” with CY > 1, @ > 0 are classica1 examples with 
cl(p) < 00. The generating measures are dpa,p(t) = P-l(l - t)fi-’ dt/B(a, p), and a calculation 
shows that ci(/~~) = (CX + B - l)/(cy - 1). 
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CONCLUSION. The use of operator factorizations to establish inclusions for sequence spaces is 
not new. In [4], 1 used 0. Szasz’s factorization C (p) = C$,Y,YO) C@), 0 < Q < p, to show that the 
absolute sequence spaces corresponding to Cesàro methods increase with the order. 
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